DPA Covid 19 Newsletter 13 – support for families
Friday 26th June 2020
Here we are, with our 13th edition of our Covid-19 Newsletter, and in the final weeks of what has been quite a
remarkable school year for us all. We are delighted though that we have been able to welcome so many students
back into school, although of course it won’t be ‘normal’ (whatever that is going to look like in September) until
we can see every student from every year group. We keep our fingers and toes crossed that this will be possible
sooner rather than later.
In the meantime, we have some very important celebrating to share with you. Yesterday evening, had all been
well, we would have been attending the Year 11 Celebration Event. But don’t worry, plans are afoot for a
fantastic Year 11 Celebration in October! (Even though the students will be officially Year 12!)
Here’s to the wonderful Class of 2020

Reflection by Zulfa Said, Year 11 Student
Throughout the 5 years that I have spent at Ditton Park Academy, I was able to create a lot of memories,
consisting of happy times filled with laughter and fun.
As a current student in Year 11 the two major events on every student’s minds are: GCSES and Prom, one which
we dread of the day to come and the other where we are excited as it finally marks a means to an end.
Unfortunately, as we all know, both of these events were unable to happen due to Covid-19, which raised a
varied result of emotions amongst myself and multiple students.
I had the amazing opportunity to be part of the Prom Committee. We had collectively taken our time outside our
academic studies to make sure that our Prom would be the best that it could possibly be. I was disheartened,
along with my other peers on the committee, when the news came that schools were to be officially shut and
that the U.K would be in lockdown. It was a surreal and bittersweet feeling, which many others would agree.
Everything went in a blur: the next thing we knew, in the next 24 hours it would officially be our last day as Year
11s at Ditton Park Academy. Friday 20th March 2020: 3 months earlier than it would have been.
As a result of this it meant saying goodbye to friends who we may or may not see again, and also a majority of
the staff that I personally was able to gain a good, close, healthy and friendly relationship with. However, on the
brighter side some could argue that this tragic event was a blessing in disguise for multiple reasons: for example
a longer summer holiday, a chance to be able to self-reflect, mature and better yourself and also a chance to
have more time to prepare themselves for the future, be it Sixth Form, College or an Apprenticeship. As
disappointed as I am in not being able to partake in my GCSES and the Prom that I was unable to attend, I am
excited for what may come in my future academic years at Ditton Park Academy (hopefully).
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What a lovely reflection from Zulfa, demonstrating yet again the incredible resilience and positivity of our
students, and their incredible strength and determination.
And we have something special for you too! Our very talented Lead Teacher of English, Miss Cornford, wrote
this wonderful poem for our Year 11s on their last day in March, even more incredible when you realise she had
less than a day to create this. Just lovely.
Goodbye, for now.., by Miss Cornford
To our year 11s, in this moment you may feel full of misery
But let us tell you now, how you’ll go down in history
It isn’t because of these circumstances that’s forced things to a close
It’s because of the one thing here at DPA all of us teachers know…

You are all so full of character, full of personality and sass
So full of potential, so full of success and so full of many laughs
You may feel robbed of your chances to shine, but you’ll always shine to us
Keeping high spirits in these difficult times, is essential and it is a must…

Do not lose that sparkle, do not lose that vibrancy-that makes you who you are
Do not forget the journey you’ve had, and how you have progressed thus far
We are here with you, we will always be, no matter what decision is made
We will never forget the hard work you’ve put in, be proud of the foundations you’ve laid

Your future is still ahead of you, you can still be who you want to be
And together in the not too distant future we will celebrate together with glee
So this is goodbye, but only for now - not a final farewell
To our Year 11s, today we praise you, as we ring a celebratory bell.

We look forward to seeing all of Year 11 on GCSE Results Day (Thursday 20 th August) and welcoming many of
you back to DPA Sixth Form in September (and, finally, celebrating together at the event in October).
Please continue to share your feedback, positive stories and achievements by emailing us at
office@dittonparkacademy.co.uk You can also follow (and share your own) stories and successes via our Twitter
feed @DPASlough, which is updated regularly with lots of useful information and wonderful pictures of students’
work.
Staff nomination
This week’s staff nomination winner is Mr Jay Burton (Premises Team), who was nominated for his positivity and
willingness in supporting the many requests that have come his way recently. As you can imagine, our Premises
Team have been working day and night to ensure the Academy is safe for everyone. Thank you so much Jay.
Sharing successes
Last week, we talked about the power of simple acts of kindness, inspired by Refugee Week. We are delighted
therefore, to share with you in this week’s Newsletter, a wonderful article entitled ‘Kindness’, penned by our
very talented Year 12 Senior Prefect and Student Parliament member, Nicole Mugari,
Kindness, by Nicole Mugari, Year 12
Over the course of the lockdown, Student Parliament’s campaign, ‘Kind People Are the Best Kind of People,’
was really brought to life. This worldwide quarantine not only put into perspective the value of health,
existence and safety, but revealed a side to society frequently ignored and overlooked by the media every day.
Kindness.
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By taking a step back from the world and the business of life, society has been able to appreciate the frontline
workers, families and the government’s efforts to care for its people. The selfless acts of kindness for the NHS,
and projects to raise money for those in need rocketed, thus highlighting the kindness and compassion that
still exists.
The acts that really stood out to me, however, were the small things. Notably, in Wednesbury, Councillor Luke
Giles helped set up an online group which organised support for those self-isolating. As a result of this, he
explained, “a blind man who contacted us because he couldn’t leave his home and…needed milk,’’ now
receives regular deliveries. Similarly, Charity Age UK Wiltshire took on the provision of Meals on Wheels to the
elderly or vulnerable on a seven-days-a-week basis. Director Matthew Morrison-Clarke said: ‘‘support to
enable them to live safely at home, particularly through the current situation is… likely to continue for many
weeks to come.” Therefore, the socially-distanced random acts of kindness will leave a long-lasting imprint on
the world, among the memories of societies coming together to help each other.
A way in which I was able to continue to show kindness to others was by frequently contacting friends and
family. During this time of constantly being indoors, it’s easy to forget to care for yourself, while worrying
about the increasing death toll or those suffering around the world. So, checking up on loved ones was one of
the small ways I continued to show kindness to others. So, it seems that DPA’s Student Parliament’s 2020
mantra - ‘Kind People are the best kind of people’ - has not only been tried and tested but indeed practiced
and celebrated throughout this challenging time in our world.

Wise words from Nicole, and an important reminder that there is much we can take from this experience in
terms of positive changes that we will, hopefully, choose to continue moving forward.
Phased reopening
We are now into week two of our phased reopening and we have really enjoyed seeing the students in the
Academy. As anticipated, the government has issued new guidance for schools which means we are again
reviewing the provision we can offer. Thankfully, some of the previous restrictions have been lifted slightly so
we will be letting you know shortly of a change to the Year 12 timetable. Watch this space!
Teams remote-learning
As you know, for the majority of lessons, teachers are aiming to set work weekly rather than daily, as we felt this
would ease the pressure on students, as they would be informed of their work for the week ahead, rather than
five times a day, five times a week. We also know that home circumstances for both students and teachers are
challenging, balancing family, home-schooling and work, along with shared computers and work spaces. We had
hoped that the ‘once per week’ approach to setting work would enable students, families and teachers the
flexibility they needed during this challenging situation. For this to work, it requires students to be organised in
terms of loosely following their timetable, where possible, to work on the subject assignments and tasks at a
steady ‘little and often’ pace, so as to avoid feeling ‘overwhelmed’ with work at the start of the week, or leaving
it all until the end of the week.
In the final weeks of this term, the following two additional features of remote-learning will be happening:
•

•
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Walking Talking Mocks
Due to lockdown, students will not be able to sit their End of Year exams, and we did not feel it would
be right to set them remotely. We are therefore ensuring every student has the opportunity to
‘experience’ a Walking Talking Mock, whereby they will be guided through an assessment paper, with
the teacher ‘modelling’ how an expert approaches everything from time-management, to planning and
editing, and forming correct, exemplar answers. These are not intended as formal assessments, but will
provide students an opportunity to apply their learning.
One ‘Live Lesson’ per subject
We know how much the students have missed the ‘interaction’ of lessons; the same applies for our
teachers – being in the classroom and having conversations with students are central to why we do this.
We also know that the feedback on the phone-calls home being made daily by teachers and support
staff have been so warmly received by students and families (one parent recently emailed us to say:
“Thanks to the teaching staff at DPA, I could see my son light up when he spoke to his teachers”).
Therefore, every class will be invited to one ‘live lesson’ with their teachers (during their usual
timetabled lesson, to avoid clashes) before the end of the term. Teachers will decide how they wish to
conduct this, with some choosing a structured ‘lesson’ whilst others may opt for a general ‘Q&A’ and
open chat. We hope these will provide students an opportunity to ask their teachers any questions
they may have about their learning, but also importantly, a chance to just ‘catch-up’ and say hello.

Theatre Thursday
Here is Miss Seymour’s weekly round-up of the best to offer in virtual theatre land.
The theatre streaming is going strong and new material is constantly being made accessible online! This week
brings some new exciting productions to your home from theatres and homes across the country as the industry
adapts and fights to keep the Arts providing us entertainment, escapism and comfort whilst theatres remain
closed.
BBC iPlayer
Alan Bennett's Talking Heads - His famous monologue collection shot at the homes of some famous stage and
screen faces! https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p08ftkkx/alan-bennetts-talkingheads?seriesId=p08ftl21
National Theatre
A Midsummer Night's Dream - An immersive staging of this magical play! Well worth a watch!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Punzss5sHto
Bristol Old Vic
The Grinning Man - Based on The Man Who Laughs by Victor Hugo, an incredible new musical with stunning
design, music and masterful puppetry! Not to be missed! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqdjO3UUU3k
The Sound of Music Live https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F96i5dcFhZA
Nick Herne Books Playgroup
Sunrise by Jessie Cave https://www.nickhernbooks.co.uk/playgroup
As ever please do send your comments/reviews of anything you watch to share in our Newsletter!

House Challenges
This week’s challenge was photography based,
with students tasked with taking a picture to
represent ‘Lasting Memory: quarantine’. Here
are some pictures of entries from Windsor and
Magna House. Windsor took first place, Magna
second, Eton third place, followed by Cliveden
House. Well done to everyone who contributed.
Next week will be the final House Challenge and
theme is based on Virtual Sports Day. Keep a
look out on your House Teams on how to enter
and support your House.
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Virtual Sports Day
We told you last week that the PE Department was in the midst of planning their ‘Virtual Sports Day’ – the
logistical challenges of this can only be imagined! But they have done, and her is their press release. Well done
in advance to the PE Department for the incredible amount of work that has gone into the planning of this, and
if you haven’t seen it already, make sure your watch their promotional video (on Teams and our Twitter page –
it’s brilliant!).

VIRTUAL SPORTS DAY – PRESS RELSEASE!
On Friday 3rd July 2020 Ditton Park Academy will be running its first ever Virtual
Sports Day! Additionally for the first time EVER - ALL members of DPA are invited to
get involved; yes, that’s right! Students from years 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 AND the staff!
It’s going to be epic!
HOW IT WILL WORK:
• Virtual Sports Day will run via a dedicated Team over the course of the day.
• The instructions for each challenge will be uploaded to the teams on Thursday
2nd July.
• Each member of DPA is to attempt as many challenges as possible over the
course of Friday 3rd July.
• Results will be uploaded by each participant via a form on Teams – points will be
tallied over the course of the day. (Some challenges require evidence – this
should be uploaded to the evidence channel within the Team to secure your
points!)
• There are points available for every event – so every event really does count;
the more events completed, the more chance you have of winning!
• There are a variety of different challenges, some physical, some creative, some
scientific – there literally is something for everyone!
THE CHALLENGES – AN OVERVIEW: (more details/instructions to follow):
PE CHALLENGES (PHYSICAL)
1min Sit Up Challenge
Accumulative Distance Challenge
1min Burpee Challenge
Broad Jump
Keepie-Uppie Challenge
Balance Test
Target Challenge

CROSS-CURRICULAR CHALLENGES
(Alternative)
Meal for an athlete
TIK TOK Dance Challenge
Creative Challenge

THE TEAMS:

May the best team win!
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Mental Health Support
This week’s mental health support looks at ways we can support others experiencing mental health problems,
collated from the NHS. (Attached as a separate document.)

Well-being
Every Wednesday, our staff ‘Well-being Team’ collate a fantastic resource with well-being tips and advice,
accompanied by Ms Williams’ ‘Wednesday Workout’ Zoom fitness sessions – a wonderful example of our
community looking after each other. Thank you to the entire ‘Well-being Team’ for their continued care and
kindness. Here is this week’s ‘Well-being Wednesday’ edition.

Studying at home
Year 10
As you move up into Year 11 come September, we are looking forward to welcoming you into the senior part of
the school, joining with DPA Sixth Form for a range of new and exciting opportunities.
The Yr 11-13 Team are especially keen to support you with everything relating to destinations and careers.
Please take two minutes to complete the short Careers Interests Questionnaire on Y10 Teams to let us know
where you want to be after you finish Year 11, and where you see yourself long-term.
We will use your responses to tailor our support to you as best we can.
Deadline: Next Wednesday (1st July)
Click here for link to form
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QR code to form:

Year 11
Well done to all the Year 11 students who have been working hard on their transition work.
1) A third of Year 11 have now completed the Eton X Resilience Course. All Year 11 students are encouraged
to keep going with this course, and join the growing number of students who have benefitted from it.
Latest Responses:
"I found that this course was very comprehensive. I would highly recommend this course to many people,
regardless of age, as it was so beneficial"
"Eton X was a very good course."
The deadline to complete this course is 1st July.
2) Year 11 students have been receiving personalised feedback, advice and guidance from the careers
professionals at Learning to Work. This week students have been submitting their CVs which are being sent
to real careers professionals from around Slough, who are giving each Year 11 feedback on how to adapt
and improve their CVs to make themselves even more employable.
Next week there are two Webinars where employers are meeting with Year 11 students live, answering
questions and giving advice on careers.
These webinars will be running on Wednesday 1st July 11:30 to 12:30 and Thursday 2nd July 11:30 to 12:30.
Details for how to log-in will be shared on Monday.
3) Year 11 applicants to DPA Sixth Form continue to submit some excellent pieces of work as part of their ALevel transition tasks, with many Year 11s being nominated for excellent, reflective work. Well done all!
Remember that all tasks for all subjects need to be submitted before 10 th July in order to be counted
towards the Entry Criteria for DPA Sixth Form. Students who need support on any of these three pieces of
work should check Teams and speak to their AMs for support.

4) **Hoodies are being ordered! Collect them on GCSE Results Day: Thursday 20th August**
Year 12
EPQ – reminder that the first draft is due to be in by the end of June. Monday 3pm live Teams call for any
queries
Eton X - Have you signed up for the Eton X Writing Course? Year 12 access code is 6KLZ1122 Please contact Ms.
Nagra for further information via R.Nagra@DittonParkAcademy.co.uk
UCAS – Have you signed up? You will require the Students Buzzword. Please contact Ms Shafi for registration
details: M.Shafi@dittomparkacademy.co.uk
Personal statement Reminder - What have you read that shows a passion for your subject?
Student’s review on Virtual Talks/Dessert Island Discs/ Book:
First Review
Student Reviewing: Cianna Cunningham
Name of Talk: Film and Animation webinar hosted by V-Talk, because the title sounded engaging. The speaker,
Dean Beswick,
Key Points: I listened to the Film and Animation webinar hosted by V-Talk because the title sounded engaging.
The speaker, Dean Beswick, the founder of the animation company Gorilla Gorilla gave his top 3 life advice on
being in and getting in to the film industry and was very helpful and honest about his experiences. There was
also a chance for him to answer questions which can written anonymously if you choose to.
How this has impacted you: I learned that the most important things are to be adaptable and consistent from
his talk and he also gave links of places to get helpful information. Would recommend, is quite helpful but it
does last long.
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Second Review
Student Reviewing: Zainab Hussain
Name of the talk: How the app TikTok and the different departments within TikTok work?
Key points: the speaker Richard Waterworth discusses his own career journey and to demystify TikTok and the
work that takes place within the organisation. He discusses the different features available on the app TikTok.
Features that are for your feed, discover and the newest update; donation stickers. The for you feed page is the
main way of viewing videos on the app. Waterworth mentions how individuals with excellent maths skills are
needed and how algorithms are used to run the for you feed page. He goes onto saying the discover page is used
to put current trends on. The trends mentioned in the talk were on current global situations at the moment
which are taking place such as lockdown and black lives matter. As well as putting cultural trends and views and
things that are mentioned in the news. Donation stickers are a new update which allow individuals to use a
sticker when posting a video, showing the chosen charity, so others who view the video can click the sticker and
be directed to the charity webpage in order to donate. It simply encourages people to donate money to those in
need. These features bring together the TikTok policy, product and engineering teams. The policy team are
external people such as the government and other business partners. The product team are all in charge of the
in-app features, stickers, effects, how it is going to work etc., they focus on every detail. And the engineering
team build everything using codes. Interesting things I’ve learnt from this virtual talk is that TikTok is one of the
most popular apps today and all of the features mentioned above make it so unique making it become a huge
success.
How this has impacted you: knowing that there are different departments within the TikTok industry and
knowing that people from across the world work with TikTok made me realise that the different departments of
work require individuals with different skills. This means TikTok has many jobs available for anyone simply. The
app has an incredibly broad range of people working within it with different skills. It’s not just being perfect with
one thing. Being a part of TikTok you can share life skills.
Career path – Law Industry
“Do you have a career in the Law Industry? Or do you know somebody who is? If so, can you provide some advice
to our budding Year 12s by answering the questions below”? (We would prefer a short phone video but a written
email would also be appreciated). Please contact Ms Shafi via M.Shafi@DittonParkAcademy.co.uk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is your name?
What is your job title?
Where are you based?
What does your organisation do/how/where does it operate from?
What does your job involve – daily tasks/weekly tasks/non routine thinks you deal with
What are your qualifications/skills and what was your route into this career
(Over view not exact grades!)

We thought it would nice to share a ‘throw back’ photo of current Year 12 with their Year 11 Celebration
event!
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MathsWatch
Here are the top MathsWatch achievers from the past week. Well done to the students who have made the list
and those who continue to work so hard on developing their Maths skills.
First Name

Surname

Minutes Class

Naman

BHANOT

456 7Yr7B/Ma 19/20

Rayyan

Faizal

378 10Yr10A/Ma 19/20

Noor

Baloch

335 8Yr8E/Ma 19/20

Sinai

Massey

299 8Yr8F/Ma 19/20

Qasim

Ali

292 10Yr10F/Ma 19/20

Student work
Even as we near the end of term, our students continue to submit wonderful work – well done to everyone and
keep the pictures coming in!
This week’s library challenge was to come up with some kennings for everyday items and then to write a poem
using these. (Kennings are like little riddles – a metaphor made of a phrase which describes something familiar
in an unfamiliar way, for example, path of ships to describe the sea.)
Some lovely poems and phrases were produced and Nur and Aasiyah worked together remotely for their
example.
Aarti Chopra’s very emotive offering.
Abood Saleh
wrote this
unique
kenning.

Fatema Defairi’s very creative approach.
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Goving Belkhu showed both his planning process and the endresult.

Nur-E-Imam Farooq and Aasiyah Inoon’s collaboration.

Hari Guri wrote this lovely response.

Rhea Bhattacharjee composed the following kenning, and presented her
creative editing process.
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Our Technology students have been very busy. KS3 DT pupils were given a choice of either doing a Textile (20
tasks) or Food (30 tasks) challenge. The tasks ranged from: Textiles: upcycling, historical research, designing
and making; Food: making, baking, taste testing, designing, healthy eating, food documentary reviews.

Esha Padda

Harini Venkatesh

Ramona Cowen-Seagrove
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Heba Mohamed

Matthew Ghitun

Asees Bedi
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Foodie Challenge
Alaska Topa (YR7) has been busy cooking

Khadijah Ashraf YR7 made cookies

Pizzapprentice Design Work
Romanna Tomashchuk YR7
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Layla Hassan YR7 – Pizza Box Design

Alan Anczewski YR8 – Pizza Box Design
Pizzapprentice

Salima Salim YR7

Brooke Collins YR7

Layla Hassan YR7

Tia Basra YR7

Riya Joshi YR7

Sienna Shahi YR8
Alan Anczewski YR8
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Yusuf Khimji YR7

Anais Feron YR7

Textile Challenge
Nitya Dade (YR7) has been busy

Weaving

Origami

Finger knitting

Sewing on a button

Designing some trainers

Designing an brand logo
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Last, but certainly not least, our artists again have proven themselves to be both talented and committed.
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Student Rewards
Over 700 students received nominations this week by school
staff, in recognition of their efforts with remote learning –
what a tremendous demonstration of their efforts and
successes.
Well done to the winners and all those
nominated.

Literacy Support
Our staff this week have been undertaking their own professional learning, continuing our focus on Literacy. Mr
White, Lead Teacher for Maths, and Mr Harvey, English Teacher, created a fantastic session for staff entitled
‘Closing the Vocabulary Gap’, the fifth session in our series of Literacy professional learning events this year.
The session included some very useful teaching strategies, along with the important research that sits behind
them. Below are a few slides from the session – thank you enormously to Mr White and Mr Harvey.
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Lockdown Library
Research tells us repeatedly of the importance of reading
and the links between literacy and academic achievement,
as well as mental well-being. No matter our age, we all
like being read to – so don’t be put off, and try it out!
Here is an interesting article about the importance of
encouraging reading and whole school engagement with
this.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/teacher-support/raising-readers/zg4796f
Here is a link to an annual event run through public libraries (now online) aimed at keeping young people reading
across summer, particularly excellent for transition students.
https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/
Last week, the winners of the prestigious CILIP Carnegie and Kate Greenaway Medals, the UK’s oldest book
awards for children and young people, were revealed.
Lark by Anthony McGowan won the Carnegie Medal for writing, whilst Tales from the Inner City written and
illustrated by Shaun Tan took the Kate Greenaway Medal for illustration. The winning books were chosen by 14
volunteer Youth Librarians, from a total of 162 nominations this year, as the very best in children’s writing and
illustration published in the UK.
British author McGowan has previously been longlisted and shortlisted for the CILIP Carnegie Medal with three
out of the four books from this novella series Truth of Things (Brock, Pike and Rook). The last book in a series to
win a Carnegie Medal was Monsters of Men by Patrick Ness in 2011, the final book in his Chaos Walking trilogy.
Australian author and illustrator Tan, who is of Australian, Chinese and Malay heritage, is the first illustrator of
colour to win the Kate Greenaway Medal. Tales from the Inner City is a sister volume to Tan’s 2008
anthology, Tales from Outer Suburbia. He has worked as a theatre designer, a concept artist for animated films
including Pixar’s WALL-E and directed the Academy Award-winning short film, The Lost Thing in 2011.
Both books use captivating words and images to explore humankind’s relationship with nature, alongside themes
of survival. Lark tells the story of two brothers, Nicky and Kenny, who set out for an adventure in the North
Yorkshire Moors only to be caught in a precarious blizzard when weather conditions take a turn. Throughout the
book, the brothers display a deep respect and understanding of nature, which ultimately grants them consolation
as they wait to be rescued. McGowan’s prose paints nature as a source of wonder and joy, but also peril.
Tales from the Inner City, a collection of 25 illustrated stories, was borne out of Tan’s life-long love of animals
and deals with the separation and tension between the natural and artificial world. Tan believes that many of
the problems we face today may have something to do with the distance from nature in a post-colonial and postindustrial world, especially within urban spaces. Throughout the book, Tan reminds readers that we are all
interconnected with nature.
https://carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/cilip-carnegie-and-kate-greenaway-medal-winners-2020/
The School Libraries Association compiles the ‘Information Book Awards’, with short lists for all age groups up
to age 16.

https://www.sla.org.uk/iba-2020
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DPA Reads Book of Hopes
Following Mr Tattersall’s lovely reading last week, this week sees Miss Grantham, Lead Teacher for MfL, reading
the very humorous poem ‘Hope’ by Anthony Horowitz, author of the Alex Rider series.

Family challenges
•

Virtual Sport Day Get in training for next Friday’s big event…will you be one of the winners?

•

What to keep Decide as a family what you will continue to do once lockdown ends – have you really
enjoyed your daily family walk, or spending more time reading, or cooking?

•

Write a 20 word poem To mark 20 years of Refugee Week, why not compose a 20 word poem
https://refugeeweek.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/2-Write-a-20-word-poem.pdf

Maths anagrams challenge
Last week’s answers – how did you get on?
Questions
OCHDR
TAGTENN
CAR
DEEPS
RATGIEND
VEERAAG
GIOLKMAR
AUILQETELAR
REVITALC

Answers
Chord
Tangent
Arc
Speed
Gradient
Average
Kilogram
Equilateral
Vertical
This week’s challenge!

Questions
ARIDTENG
NITTPEERC
NOIRIG
FIMSIYPL
CAOFTERIS
LANCCE
TQUENAIO
DEPXAN
YIMSPLIF
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Answers

•

Learn another poem.

This week’s poems were written for the 20 word poem challenge for Refugee Week – all very powerful reminders
that we must be mindful of the diversity of people’s stories and experiences.

Stay in touch
Please do stay in touch via our Twitter feed @DPASlough and our school email office@dittonparkacademy.co.uk
Stay safe and stay well.
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